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Badlands 2200 pack cabelas

Badlands' molded memory foam pendants start comfortably, and just get better over time as the harness matches your body. Badlands chose this thread because one strand of Aramid fiber can for over 100 pounds. Look for that yellow bartak strengthening every stress point on our packages. Why yellow? Because it's so hard, you can't even paint it. Hey, at least it's not pink. With the reverse tightening
function on our waist belts, you pull the ends of your waist inside rather than outwards. This gives you leverage, you need to properly cinch your belt for maximum comfort holding. You already carry a harness bag, so why wear another harness over or under that? With the Badlands' Bino Connect System, you can connect your bino case directly to your packaging use, for a more convenient run. This new
fabric has all the features that you love about the KXO-32™ fabric - it's insanely hard, incredibly quiet, and absolutely waterproof. What's different, you say? The KXO-50 is even lighter in weight. Why risk damaging a rifle or bow? Use this removable rifle/bow boot and batwing straps on the back of your Badlands pack to securely carry a rifle or bow, hands-free. Aramid Bartacking One thread of this thread
can lift 110 pounds. But in Badlands, we don't use just one thread. All the yellow bartacies you see at the stress points of our packs are triple sewn aramid thread. Video Details of the 2200 Pack Large Frame fits 19 -22 Torso large sizes: 28 In x 17 In x 12 In the middle frame fits 17 -19 Torso medium sizes: Dimensions: 26 In x 17 X 12 In total: 2750 CI Basic Pocket: 1,980 CI Total Weight: 5 IN x 12 In total:
2750 CI Basic Pocket: 1,980 CI Total weight: 5 LB 15 Oz Dimensions: 28 In x 17 In x 1 In Pockets: Eight Items 1 to 48 of 120 Total Show 48 60 72 page: 1 2 3 Page 2 Elements 49 to 96 of 120 Total Show 48 60 72 per page: 1 2 3 Page 3 Elements 97 to 120 of the 120 Total Show 48 60 72 page: 1 2 3 All Petersen Bowhunting subscribers now have digital access to their content log. This means that you
have the opportunity to read your magazine on the most popular phones and tablets. To get started, click on the link below to mymagnow.com and learn how to access a digital journal. Get digital access Take your hunting experience to the next level with the HuntWise app. Use maps offline, get animated ScentDrift, and enjoy a shared best experience. Joined january 8, 2017 Posts 69 Location Wisconsin
Looking for my first package and hoping you guys could offer some tips. Planning to use this as my only package so the priority will be to be able to lounge the game out (as long as I can get one). I plan to do mostly day hunting, but can do spike camp if necessary. In an attempt to stay on the cheaper side, I look at a couple of packages that I haven't seen many reviews on Still. Any thoughts/reviews about
the following bags would be greatly appreciated. 1) Badlands 2200 ($280 - but I can get a pretty big discount from my buddy): I read a lot of good good for this package, but I worry about the size (2250 CI) and lightning (I read that they are prone to failure). 2) Minimalist Kabela ($315): Haven't heard/read much about this bag. It seems that people like him and his size (3500 CI) though. 3) Cabela's Alaskan
($170): I've seen a couple of comments here that people like this bag, but it's pretty simple. But at 3700 CI and almost half the price is minimalist, is it a good enough deal that I don't mind the lack of bells and whistles? Please feel free to comment on any other packages that fit this profile. Thank you! Joined October 5, 2013 Posts 346 Location North Dakota I have Alaska II and I like it. That being said, I
didn't have to pack the animals with it and it was only on the day of the hunt where I used it. I'm not sure if they're doing II or not anymore. I have a Badlands big fanny package. I know that's not what you're looking at, but the quality of this package I really enjoyed. Joined august 5, 2014 Messages 227 Location Sandpoint Idaho I have both of these packages and have no complaints. The Badlands 2200 is
a great package, but I wouldn't want to use it to pack the whole moose. I use Badlands for my day pack and carry one load and then use an external frame pack to finish the job. The outer frame is much more suitable for carrying heavy loads if you ask me. Joined on October 1, 2015 Messages 365 I have Badlands and were lightning pulls to move away. But, I was able to easily fix them using another cord
so they still work. I started streaming on Bowsite last year about One Package that does everything. After dozens of strands, I explored Kifaru, Stone Glacier, Mystery Ranch, EXO and others. I ended up buying a used EXO 3500 for about $400 with a few extras (belt bag and load shelf). It's more than the $315 you list, above, for Cabelas minimalist, but it's a package that you can use for anything other than
a 2 week expedition! I used it for moose CO hunting where we backpacked in about 6-7 days worth of stuff as well as for my day pack. The package worked well, but unfortunately I didn't get a chance to test it with a heavy load of meat. Joined january 8, 2015 messages 3.991 Location SW NM I have an Alaska cargo ship and used its packaging on the trail and without bags to carry the game out of the
game. Learned a long time ago to ditch a frame pack from a trail or hunt. I hate hanging up all the time. Use E-stock J104 or MR crewcab for hunting. J104 for packing in more. cost me $180 the new MR$100 used. Joined July 1, 2011 Messages 755 Location Billings, MT No. 1 to what C17 ... Said. I have a Mystery Ranch Crew Cab w/Nice frame, cargo frame, and just purchased a used Badlands 2200
from a friend. Myster Ranch Crew Cab is definitely heavier and bulky, but worth it if you get down while hunting. MR is made to carry heavy goods with the same comfort as one would expect with heavy cargo. The Badlands 2200 is a very good package and is much nicer for up and down on mtns. My brother and friends have 2200,s and they used them to carry elk. It can be done. If the price is your
concern... I would recommend the Badlands 2200 for what you described. Good luck. Joined February 12, 2013 Posts 1.674 Location Minnesota If price is a problem, you much better to get to use Kifaru, Stone Glacier, Exo, Mystery Ranch, or Kuiu than any of the packages you listed. There are some good deals on used packages out there and you get twice the package for the same money as a new one
of lesser quality. I spent a lot of money on crappy packages before finally doing what I should have with the right bat, which was to get good. Joined October 9, 2009 Posts 4267 Location in Sagebrush SW Montana If price is a problem, you are much better off getting to use Kifaru, Stone Glacier, Exo, Mystery Ranch, or Kuiu than any of the packages you listed. There are some good deals on used packages
out there and you get twice the package for the same money as a new one of lesser quality. I spent a lot of money on crappy packages before finally doing what I should have with the right bat, which was to get good. It's... You'll have to hit a few forums daily to find it, but you'll be glad you've wasted your time. If you are a bigger person, you may struggle to find a bargain, but they are there. Joined on
January 25, 2016 by Messages 459 Location Iowa I understand want a cheaper package. We actually do as someone else mentioned and all BL 2200 for the day packs and get the footage if we get one down and don't have any problems at all. The reason that works is that we wall the tent of it on the trail head and hikes in everyday. You can do better on pricing the BL2200 if you look around. I think I paid
$150 for my camouflage. I'm pretty sure that if you go with any of the packages you've listed for the whole route you won't be happy once you put a real load on it. I drew a short straw on a big bull my buddy killed last fall and packed out 2200 full of bone meat. I'll just say it sucked really bad, and it wasn't far or cool. The bone in the front quarter wouldn't be so bad, but still not fun. There's a reason you don't
see guys here talking about Badlands and Cabela packages.... Joined December 11, 2009 Messages 2421 Location WY If price is a problem, you are much better off getting to use Kifaru, Stone Glacier, Exo, Mystery Ranch, or Kuiu than any of the packages you listed. There are some good deals on used packages out there and you get twice the package for the same money as a new one of lesser quality.
I spent a lot of money on crappy packages before finally doing what I should have with the right bat, which was to get good. ... Joined on May 31, 2007 Messages 2789 Location MO --CA-NW---'GT;THES NV bought MR NICE 6500 in 2009 (don't see in their current site) at an exhibition where the designer was installed and the comfort as the grid on the back is amazing. I packed with confirmed confirmed
pounds in a bag and then a weight pack plus a rifle on my shoulder and 3 liters of water as the hike began. Hike 6 miles to my camp spikes on switchbacks. On the other hand, I could do this with any other package I've used and not have a sore shoulders for a week. 90 feels like 50. There could be a better package out there today. I have 2 goat hunts, 2 sheep hunts and several elk, deer and pronged
antler hunts since then, and not a single stitch has popped up on the pack. Find a package that is as comfortable as the package I found and your hunt will be more enjoyable once you get over 50 pounds in your package. As for the budget, I would cut in other areas before donating comfort to my packaging, sleeping bag or sleeping area. Joined january 8, 2017 Posts 69 Location Wisconsin Thanks for the
entry guys, I tried to find used packages, but most of them I found priced at about the same as new ones. I will continue to be on the lookout, but I accept I may just have to invest in a good package above my original budget. But after the mplane pointed camofire, I was on this site every day. What a big deal! Hoping that might lead to the possibility on the packaging, or at least free up a budget that I can
spend on the package. Thank you again. The thing about all these good packages guys know what they have and you won't find much bargain. Try the ILBE Marine Package. No experience with it, but I think it looks like it would be better than Badlands for carrying weight. And I've seen them use in pawnshops from $50-$100. Joined on September 25, 2009 Posts 7,951 Location Montana Thanks for the
entry guys, I tried to find used packages, but most of them I found priced at about the same price as new ones. I will continue to be on the lookout, but I accept I may just have to invest in a good package above my original budget. But after the mplane pointed camofire, I was on this site every day. What a big deal! Hoping that might lead to the possibility on the packaging, or at least free up a budget that I
can spend on the package. Thank you again. I have the Badlands 2800 and find it great for 1-2 good day hunting. It rides a fantastic w/good water bladder, external packs that cinch to attract meat and a gun holster built in a hip belt (both sides) with a bow/rifle pack setup. I also have a Badlands Summit for a multi-day package. A very light weight pack for size. The main reason I appreciate and stick to
Badlands equipment (binocular chest holster as well as some clothing) They are 100% BACK UP THEIR PRODUCT! Not if, ands or buts about it... At the top of the top for the lifetime warranty the company offers, in my opinion. Short story: I went to set up my outfit for a year to find a darn mouse/rat all that was buried by a hole in the base of my I called them, sent my package and within a week they
decided to immediately send a new package to replace. I'd be happy as heck to see his patch however darn rodents chewed right on stress stress Area. We don't care what happened or whose fault it was, we'll fix it for free forever. We could care less if you bought it in a garage sale or gear swap, as long as he says Badlands, it's covered. All we ask is that you use and abuse your packaging as much as
possible so we can learn how to make our products even better. Anyway, my experience with the quality they provide and their confirmed interest in supporting their product - Hands down! Excellent products from a big company! Joined on June 15, 2011 Posts 31 Location Central MN I really dragged my feet on getting it posted here, but I have a Mystery Ranch Longbow with waistbelt pockets in Optifade
that I'm thinking about selling. It has a medium and a small belt. For reference I am 5'11 and 185lb with about 33 waistlines. Joined on August 27, 2015 by Messages 757 Location Oregon I have a Badlands Superday package. The package itself is good, the gun holder is good and the durability is really good. The lightning is terrible. It's hard to open and you can't open the waist bags with the bag on. Two
of my zippers broke down and I sent a package and they fixed them for free (my package is 5 years old) and returned it quickly. So for durability, comfort, medium load holding and customer service I would give something A. But I switch to a Kuiu package because I just can't stand the horrible lightning on my Badlands. Joined on October 7, 2014 Messages 572 Messing around with packages that cost less
than MR, EXO, Stone Glacier, Kuiu or similar just delaying the purchase of the right package for Western hunting and forcing you to keep or sell smaller packages at the same time. I was fiddling with a bunch of cheap making, my existing backpack hiking, packframe, day package before buying Mystery Ranch Metcalf and never looking back. I've made significant packouts with all the projects and the
Mystery Ranch package will conveniently carry any weight you can manage to get up with. Joined january 20, 2017 Messages 1801 Location Ramsay, MT I've used Alaska for years in several scenarios - packing meat, packing gear, or whatever. It was a real workhorse for me. It's pretty simple and devoid of bells and whistles, but it's sturdy, comfortable, and gets the job done. Joined April 2, 2015 Posts
128 I use 2200 for my daypack/first pack and Kelty Cache Hauler for the remainder. 2200 works, but it's not pleasant with heavy loads. Joined on March 4, 2016 Messages 261 I have an Easton package that cost me about $70 that will do the job just like these others until you can afford something like MR, Kifaru and so on.... 300 for what they say won't be good for a package out may not be the best option.
I was in such a situation and went with this package. The heaviest load was about 60lbs, but you wouldn't want it to be a full time package. The top end of the bags are life time packs and are designed not to when you need them most. I had my Easton for 2 years and was on more than 100 hunts. I'm not saying that the others you mentioned are bad packages, just saying if you want the top end of the
package, Easton can help you save money and get to good packages faster and get you hunting. Good luck looking. Search.
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